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Abstract Many national libraries are making efforts to crawl and store various born-digital infor-
mation, there are many difficult problems of the social, legal and technical aspects. In this paper,
from the view points of long-term preservation of digital contents, we focus on the the urgent task
of storage system, since the size of the web archive is increasing exponentially. In order to archive
monotonously increasing contents, we discuss management of storage devices and file formats in
web archive systems. Firstly, we propose an architecture of hierarchical storage system based on
characteristics of storage devices and file compression formats. Next, we modify the file moving al-
gorithm by using file access frequency. We also evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm
with predicted data based on actual statistics of a web archive system.
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1 Introduction
Recent years, in order to preserve and archive contents during very long term, many

public organizations such as IIPC (International Internet Preservation Consortium, www.
netpreserve.org) and national libraries are making efforts to crawl and store the
huge volume of born-digital contents, including scientific, artistic and cultural informa-
tion [7]. Many researchers discuss various technical problems in order to develop web
archives. For example, we have a problem that the number of pages published on the
web servers is appearing and disappearing. The volume of the web contents is increasing
exponentially, so it is becoming hard to crawl and keep hyperlink structures of entire web
contents.

We discuss many crawling and preserving problems from various technical aspects[5,
4, 6] in order to archive monotonously increasing digital contents. Optimizing operation
costs of web archiving is also important from various web services and implementing
advanced web services. Technically, more difficult problem is how to preserve important
digital contents from surface and deep/hidden webs selectively or entirely in order to
reduce the number of duplicate contents effectively.

Moreover, in order to estimate the quality and value of web contents, we improve
the technologies of information retrieval techniques for multimedia contents, and have
to further consider technologies of emulation and migration for contents described by
various applications and intellectual properties of copyright/copyleft/creative commons.
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After considering these problems discussed in previous researches, we focus on strategies
to preserve digital contents from the view points of hierarchical storage systems again.

2 Web Archive Systems
As we stated in Section 1, many organizations are making efforts to operate archive

systems and to preserve huge volume of born-digital contents. For example, well-known
web archive is Internet Archive (www.archive.org), there are many other organizations
and projects, such as MINERVA, Kulturarw3, netarchive.dk, PANDORA, AOLA and so
on. In Japan, WARP (Web Archiving Project,
http://warp.ndl.go.jp/)[3] is operated by National Diet Library (NDL).

We have an introduction of the architecture and technology of web archive systems,
firstly we pay an attention to the typical different characters of search engines and web
archive systems. In search engines, web robots have the fast gathering function for more
popular pages like authority pages, by analyzing the structures of web hyperlinks and
directories. On the other hand, in web archiving systems, crawling quality is more impor-
tant issue in order to preserve the consistency of web histories on web servers. However,
it is possible to extend many technologies and programs of web search engines for devel-
opment of effective web archive systems.

For example, web robots are program which crawls web contents from web servers
and replicates contents into database systems. There are various crawling programs for
archiving, such as heritrix (http://crawler.archive.org/) and others. Typical web robots
parse HTML/XML documents and choose important metadata and keywords by using
natural language processing techniques of morphological analysis and other heuristic
functions. Furthermore, the metadata standards, such as MARC 21, MARCXML, MODS
(Metadata Object Description Schema), MADS, EAD, METS, MIX and PREMIS, are
useful and helpful for keeping the quality of archiving contents.

Furthermore, database systems stores the huge volume of web texts and multime-
dia contents not only of original files, but also of keywords, creation date, frequency of
updation, number of hyperlinks and many other attributes. We make several tables with
various attributes, such as URLs, keywords, date, connections of hyper links, types of http
servers, IP addresses, and various control/management tables for operating web archive
systems.

In order to archive the web publishing the entire contents in storage systems, we also
consider long-term preservation carefully.

3 Management of Storage Devices and File Formats
In this section, in order to preserve huge volume of data, we consider an advanced

architecture of hierarchical storage systems and moving algorithm presented in Fig.1.
There are researches of file moving algorithms among different levels of memory

devices. For instance, in paper[1] using the combination of parameters "Lower Layer Re-
trieval Rate" R and "Retrieval Consumption Rate" C, they derive a performance measure
PCR "Production Consumption Ratio". They propose LRU (Least Recently Used) algo-
rithm with access frequency fage and average file size X in [2], MV "Migration Value"
is a performance measure of file moving policy. The update latency of MV is also an
important parameter.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical Storage

In the above hierarchical storage systems, it is important to keep the balance of file ac-
cess frequency and memory device properties. Because the property of memory devices
is quite different from the view points of access speed, volume, durability and others.
Many researchers discuss the architecture of hierarchical storage system using tape de-
vices, SSD, HDD and other cache memory devices. In Table1, we present characteristics
of momory devices shortly.

Furthermore, in Table2, the size of files strongly depends on types of the file, such
as plain and various compressed formats, moreover files with very low frequency access
have to be tar+gzipped with chunks of files.

Memory Device Size Transmission Speed Durability (years)
RAM 10GB over 100Mbps 8
HDD 2TB over 10Mbps 5

DVD-ROM 4GB Over 1Mbps 20
Magnetic Tape 35TB Over 1Mbps 30
Blu-Ray Disc 25GB Over 10Mbps 20

Holographic Memory over 1TB 100Mbps 20
Microfilm - - 500-900

Paper - - 1000-

Table 1: Characteristics of Memory Devices
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File Formats txt html pdf jpg
compress of a file lha 33.14 26.84 82.99 98.04

gz 30.94 26.08 73.31 97.85
compress of groupe files lha 32.88 27.57 96.53 98.74

tar+gz 30.70 25.31 73.26 97.89

Table 2: Compressed Rate of File Formats (%)[4]

4 Hierarchical Storage in Archive Systems
There are major three formats of files, “Text (txt,html), Documents (pdf,doc), Mul-

timwedia (jpg,gif,wmv)”, we consider the hierarchical architecture of storage systems
with various parameters, such as total volume, file size and compression rate presented in
Table3. We estimate the total volume of storage systems. If all files are stored without
compression, the total volume of storage size Sall is Sall = St + Sp + Sm. With compres-
sion depending on the file access rate, Sall in the i-th level storage is given by the equation
with Sti,Spi,Smi.

File Types Size Compression Rate/Time
one file archive file

plain text St Cst /Dst Cmt /Dmt
XML/PDF documents Sp Csp/Dsp Cmp/Dmp

multimedia Sm Csm/Dsm Cmm/Dmm

Table 3: Property of Preserving File Format[4]

Depending on file access frequencies, our storage system moves those files among
different storage levels satisfying with various restrictions. Therefore, we extend File
Aging Algorithm proposed in [1].

Modified File Moving Algorithm

1. Firstly, all files are stored into the first level of storage system.
2. Value MV is updating and Moving cycle is defined by Date daily.

(a) A new file has the folloing value
MV = (X/Size) · fage

(b) Value of archived files is updated,
i. If the file is accessed today

MV = MV +(X/Size) · fage
ii. If file access does not happen

MV = MV · fage

3. Depending on Date, Values of MV is sorted, files are compressed and moved
higher/lower levels.

For example, according to the previous report[8] about WARP in National Diet Li-
brary, plain text and HTML/XML files are 10% of 5TB. it is possible to compress these
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files. Furthermore, 20% of web contents are updated per a month and 60% of contents
are updated per three months[9]. Therefore, it is possible to edit and modify hyperlinks in
these files, intelligent navigation systems can reduce more volume of storage area in or-
der to compress files except documents, pdf and multimedia files. It is possible to reduce
storage volume of 90% of duplicate files which are crawled by web robots.

Furthermore, 44 web sites are crawled every month and 2,145 web sites are crawled
per three months, 40% of archive files are duplicated in storage systems, therefore it is
possible to reduce at most 30% of storage volume except 10% of text/HTML/XML files
with modified hyperlinks. As a result, it is possible to reduce storage cost from 15% to
30% by using intelligent crawling robots and navigation systems.

We assume the following model for performance evaluation, the volume of third level
storage is 50 times volume of second level storage, the volume of second level storage
is also 50 times volume of first level storage. 10,000 files have normal distribution, the
distribution of file access is Zipf with 100(access/day).

Fig. 2 presents the change of the migration value, MV of file with highest access
frequency increases and MV of file with lowest access frequency decreases rapidly, MV
is converging to a constant value gradually. Therefore, we can realize rather stable storage
system by using our proposed "File Aging Algorithm".
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Figure 2: Change of MigrationValue[4]

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we discuss the architecture of long-term hierarchical storage systems

in order to preserve digital contents, and propose modified file moving algorithm with
access frequency and format translations. WARC format is standardized at present, file
compression format is also important in long-term storage systems.
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